Programme

Tuesday 8th May 2018
The Slate, University of Warwick

09:30  Registration and coffee

Setting the scene

10:00  Welcome and Chair’s address
       Dr David Bott, Principal Fellow, WMG

10:10  Brexit: Opportunities and Challenges for UK Industrial Strategy
       Mark Turner, Head of Defence and Marine teams, BEIS

10:30  Brexit: Implications for Global Supply Chains
       Jan Godsell, Professor of Operations and Supply Chain Strategy, WMG

Perspectives on Brexit – Supply Chain Orchestration and Planning

10:45  Global Agrochemical Manufacturer with UK based Global Operations Centre
       Alastair Rankin, Head of Central Production & Supply Centre of Expertise, Syngenta

Perspectives on Brexit – Procurement

11:00  Global Automotive Manufacturer
       Reuben Chorley, Global Purchasing Brexit Representative, JLR

Perspectives on Brexit – Manufacturing

11:15  Global Pharmaceutical Manufacturer
       Tim Sherwell, Regional Supply Chain Director, Astra Zeneca

11:30  UK Based SME
       Chris Walker Director, CEO, Diamond Hard Surfaces Ltd

11:45  Coffee

Perspectives on Brexit – Logistics

12:15  Port Operations
       David Leighton, Group Head Corporate Affairs, Associated British Ports

12:30  Logistics Provider
       Zsolt Vecsera, Managing Director UK, GEFCO

12:45  Retail Logistics
       Daniel Gibson, Corporate Logistics Director, Aldi UK&I
13:00 Lunch

14:00 Legal implications of Brexit
Guy Lougher, Head of Brexit Advisory, Pinsent Masons

Brexit Scenarios
14:30 Implications for Global Supply Chains
  ▶ Scenario based group work
  ▶ Feedback
  Guy Lougher, Head of Brexit Advisory, Pinsent Masons
  Clare Francis, Partner, Pinsent Masons
  Alistair McVan, Business Development Manager - Brexit, Pinsent Masons

15:45 Coffee

Global Supply Chain Debate
16:15 Panel question formulation
16:30 Panel debate
  Panel members: Mark Turner, Jan Godsell, Tim Sherwell, Reuben Chorley, David Leighton, Zsolt Vecsera, Guy Lougher, Darren Atkinson, Alastair Rankin, Chris Walker

17:30 Review and summary
Dr David Bott, Principal Fellow, WMG

17:35 Networking and drinks

18:30 Dinner with after dinner reflections on Brexit
David Rea, Chief Economist, JLR

20:45 Close